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Our modular products carry a 10
year guarantee unless otherwise
specified

1

Our motorised, illuminated,
‘Basics’ range and products
designed for outdoor use carry a
1 year guarantee.

Products can be recycled (does
not include graphic application).

Cassette Roller Banner

Roller Banners

All of our roller banners are supplied complete
with a quality padded carry bag for durability
and safe transportation.

Imagine - Code UB502C
Imagine Cassette roller banner is packed with
features designed to make it quick and easy to use
- the removable cassette is ideal for applications
where the message changes regularly.
-

Anti-slip feet and integral pole storage
Available in 800 or 1000mm widths
Available in anodised silver
Telescopic pole
Fast graphic change
Suitable for graphics from 160 - 450 microns.

Recommended graphic area:
750-2130 (h) x 800/1000mm (w)

WH311C (double)

Universal Grippa /
Adhesive Top Rail

Slide-in
Graphic Channel

Polycarbonate
Changeable End Caps
1
6

LO
CK

LO

Cassette Banners

Ratchet Graphic
Tensioner

WH301C (single)

Excaliber 1 & 2 - Code WH301C/WH311C

A very popular, strong but stylish design,
proven as a reliable banner for regular use.
Ideal for simple displays or exhibitions.
- Available in 800 or 1000mm widths
- Available in anodised silver
- Ratchet graphic tensioner
- Larger internal graphic housing
- Universal grippa / adhesive top rail
- Fast graphic change
- Telescopic pole
- Suitable for graphics from 160 - 450
microns.

A popular and versatile banner, ideal for exhibition
or showroom graphic display.
- Can be purchased single or double-sided
- Wide footprint for extra stability
- Available in 2 widths
- Available in anodised silver
- Ratchet graphic tensioner
- Larger internal graphic housing
- Universal grippa / adhesive top rail
- Telescopic pole
- Fast graphic change
- Suitable for graphics from 160 - 450 microns.

Recommended graphic area:
750 - 2130 (h) x 800/1000mm (w)

Recommended graphic area:
750 - 2130 (h) x 800/1000mm (w)
1000mm Whilst stocks last

CK

Barracuda - Code WH321C

Telescopic Pole

Drop-in
Cassette Housing

3

Roller Banners

600mm version shown
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UB301 (single)

UB311 (double)

Stretch - Code UB331

Original Banner 2 - Code UB321

Original Banner 3

- Push-fit pole fixing
- Twist-out foot with stylish end moulding
- Hybrid pole; part bungee and
part telescopic
- Available in anodised silver or black
- Increased internal housing for
thicker graphics
- Universal grippa/adhesive top rail
- Extra foam padded carry bag
- Available in 800mm wide
- Suitable for graphics from 160 - 450
microns.

- Increased internal housing for thicker
graphics (up to 450 microns)
- Quick-change graphic release
- Universal grippa / adhesive top rail
- Anodised silver or textured black powdercoat
- Bungee pole
- Widths from 600 to 2000mm available in silver
- 800mm & 1000mm wide available in black
- Suitable for graphics from 160 - 450
microns.

- Increased internal housing for
thicker graphics (up to 450 microns)
- Quick-change graphic release
- Universal grippa / adhesive top rail
- Anodised silver or textured black
- Bungee pole
- Widths from 600 to 2000mm available in silver
- 800mm & 1000mm wide available in black
- Suitable for graphics from 160 - 450 microns.

Recommended graphic area:
2145 (h) x 600 - 2000mm (w)

Recommended graphic area:
2145 (h) x 600 - 2000mm (w)

Recommended graphic area:
2130 (h) x 800 (w)
4

- Code UB301/UB311

Double-sided option
shown

Integral bungee pole

Roller Banners

Orient - Code WH353

Blade

This smart roller banner is styled on a highly
popular base profile, with a substantial
anodised silver casing, providing the perfect
combination of design with stability.
- Universal grippa / adhesive top rail
- Available in 800 or 1000mm widths
in anodised silver
- Quality foam padded carry bag
- Fixed height bungee pole
- Suitable for graphics from 160 - 300
microns.

- Sleek styling
- High specification finish and chrome
end plates
- Access roller via flip-top lid
- Removable self-locking graphic roller
- Adjustable feet on base, for use on
uneven floors
- Available in 850 and 1000mm widths
- Increased internal housing for thicker
graphics (up to 400 microns)
- Fixed height bungee pole
- Universal grippa / adhesive top rail
- Quality foam padded carry bag
- Suitable for graphics from 160 - 400 microns.

An economy roller banner with designer
base and bungee pole, lightweight and
compact, complete with a twist out foot for
extra stability.
- Funky shape with lightweight components
- Quick change snap rail for easy
graphic application
- Twist out stabilising foot for extra stability
- Anodised silver with black end-plates
- Available in 800 or 1000mm widths
- Fixed height bungee pole
- Suitable for graphics from 160 - 300
microns.
- Padded carry bag

Recommended graphic area:
2120 (h) x 850/1000mm (w)

Recommended graphic area:
2010 (h) x 800/1000mm (w)

Recommended graphic area:
2110 (h) x 800/1000mm (w)

- Code UB507C

Eco - Code UB198

Cruz - Code UB506 (single sided unit)

Code: UB501 upgrade to additional cassette
and rail doubler to convert to double-sided unit

-

Sleek low profile single or double-sided banner
High specification finish and cast chrome metal end plates
Adjustable feet on base, for use on uneven floors
Universal grippa /adhesive top rail
Removable self-locking graphic roller
Available in 800mm, 850mm and 1000mm widths
Code: UB501 for additional cassette and rail
doubler to convert to double-sided unit
- Quality foam padded carry bag
- Suitable for graphics from 160 - 400 microns.
Recommended graphic area:
2120mm (h) x 800, 850 or 1000mm (w)
5

Roller Banners

Desktop Banners
Mini Beijing - Code XBANNER
-

Easy to assemble
Small and compact
Easy to transport
Suitable for A3 graphics

Overall Hardware Dimensions:
465 (h) x 260mm (w) x 190mm (d)
Recommended graphic area:
420 (h) x 297mm (w)

475mm
approx.

440mm
approx.

Pacific - Code WH351
A quality lightweight roller banner with slim
base and bungee pole making it very
compact, complete with a twist out foot for
extra stability.
- Universal grippa / adhesive top rail
- Available in anodised silver
- Available in 800 or 1000mm widths
- Fixed height bungee pole
- Suitable for graphics from 160 - 300
microns.
Recommended graphic area:
2130 (h) x 800/1000mm (w)
6

Desktop Zoom - Code UB723-C
Striking lightweight desktop flag, ideal for
identification and branding.
- Small and compact
- Easy to assemble
- Ideal for promotion and direct mail
campaign
- Easy transport
- Overall height 475mm (including flag
and base)
- Template available
Overall Hardware Dimensions:
475 (h) x 270mm (w)

Breeze A4/A3 - Code WH360/WH361
-

Ideal promotional desktop product
A4 and A3 Recommended graphic area
Retractable roller banner
Self-adhesive top rail
Lightweight
Two piece support pole
Available in anodised silver
Quick to assemble and easy to use
Suitable for graphics 160 microns.

Recommended graphic area:
420 (h) x 297mm (w)

Aero Roller Banner System
Linkable top mounted roller banners

4430mm (max) approx.
Totally modular - telescopic post with base, and cassettes (1000mm, 1500mm & 2000mm wide) available separately

2120mm
approx.

Aero Banners

1620mm
approx.

1145mm
approx.

Recommended graphic
thickness:
160 - 400 microns

Aero -

Code UB208 Kit (as above)

Aero is a smart and extremely versatile modular roller display system.
- Each roller adjusts to 3 different graphic heights
- Rollers can be positioned to create a flat back- wall or angled
- Graphics attach to roller cassettes and can be retracted during transport
- Lightweight aluminium components pack down into padded nylon carry bags
- Complete with two universal fittings for spotlighting or floodlighting*
- The modular design makes it easy to link to additional units
- Comes complete with quality padded carry bags
- Cassettes available in 3 widths (1000mm, 1500mm & 2000mm), can be
purchased individually. 2000mm Whilst stocks last.
* Suitable for the Powerspot 750 or Powerspot 1000 lights
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Tension Banners
Stealth - Code UB106 (Single-sided banner) / UB106-001 (Joining Panel Kit) / UB106-002 (Double-sided conversion kit)
Stealth is a modular, linkable banner system designed to create seamless graphic displays, providing a highly portable and easyto-use backdrop for all types of presentation, exhibition or retail application.

FOR 2011

Stealth banners can be used singly or linked using flexible panels to create graphic walls that can be curved to different angles
to suit your presentation.
The system is based on a tension banner with a robust twist & lock pole and a solid aluminium weighted base with large footprint for extra
stability. Units can be used single or double-sided and are available as 800mm wide units with 600mm wide linking panels.
Stealth is supplied complete with a robust, high quality, padded carry bag, which has specially designed compartments for Stealth component
parts
Recommended graphic areas:
Unit Height
2115mm

Single Banner
2000mm (h) x 800mm (w)
Joining Panel
2000mm (h) x 600mm (w)

Linked Graphics are held in
place along the rear vertical
join using a magnetic joining
strip.

Single sided unit

Recommended graphic thickness
400-550microns

Twist & Lock
Pole

8

Double-sided unit

Two linked units

Two banners with flexible linking panel

Each top graphic fixing
also takes up to two
universal spotlight
fittings to accommodate
single or double-sided
lighting.

Each banner pole top
includes a unique sprung
graphic fixing unit that
features an automatic
tensioning system to ensure
your graphics are held
taught. The unit has two
sprung sections that work
independently for individual
tensioning of double-sided
graphics.

Max size 2410mm
(approx.)

Max size 2435mm
(approx.)
IN THE

Pegasus - Code UB165-S

Boomerang - Code UB109

Pegasus is the largest format tension banner in the range, ideal
for exhibition environments.
- Telescopic pole for adjustable height and width
- Lightweight components break down easily for transportation
- Cost effective and available in anodised silver
- Complete with easy tool assembly
- Compartment padded carry bag
- Suitable for looped vinyl and fabric graphics

A popular and versatile tension wire
banner with a distinctively shaped foot,
ideal for textile graphics.
- Supports a wide variety of media
- Single or multiple graphics in one drop
- Available in black powdercoat finish
- Highly portable
- Units can be linked together
- Additional rails available

Recommended graphic area:
860 - 2435 (h) x 1330 - 2410mm (w)

Mural kits from linked units UB109-K3

K

M

Tension Banners
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Recommended graphic area:
1600 - 1800 (h) x 600mm (w)
Whilst stocks last
9

Uno 2.9m

400mm width

Fabric Uno

Senator - Code UB100-800

Lightning - Code UB195C

Uno - Code UB101

Low profile top and bottom rail invisible from the front,
available in 3 widths (800,850,1000mm)
- Stable cast base foot
- Bungee pole
- Anodised silved finish
- Suitable for substrates from 225 - 300 microns thick
- Comes with bag and tube

Our most cost effective tension banner.
- Snap rail enables easy graphic changes
- Aluminium with anodised silver finish
- Bungee pole
- Suitable for substrates from 225 to 300 microns thick
- Available in 800 or 1000mm widths
- Comes with bag and tube

Recommended graphic area:
2040 (h) x 800,850,1000mm (w)

Recommended graphic area:
1985(h) x 800/1000mm (w)

Simple yet effective quality range of tension banners,
available in 6 widths (400 - 1500mm)
- Stable cast base foot
- Variable height telescopic pole
- Can be linked together to form a seamless wall
- 2.9m high option available (UB111) from 400mm wide
- Black powdercoated
- Fabric panel available at extra cost
- Suitable for substrates from 225 - 400 microns thick
- Comes with bag and tube
Recommended graphic area:
2200/2900 (h) x 400-1500mm (w)
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Rigid Banners

Rigid Banners

Fantasy 2 - Code UB251

Wedge - Code UB102

Rok - Code UB104

A neat aluminium profile, Fantasy is designed to support rigid
substrates such as MDF, glass, acrylic, foamed PVC board,
composite cardboard and aluminium composite.
- Ideal for the more permanent indoor display
- Designed to support a variety of rigid
materials from 3mm to 20mm thick
depending on substrate*
- Non-slip, robust and simple to use
- Available in 3 widths 120mm (pair)/ 350mm / 500mm
(120mm Whilst stocks last)

Simple, cost effective rigid steel banner for
indoor or outdoor use
- Designed to support a variety of rigid
materials from 3mm to 40mm thick
depending on substrate*
- Durable and stable
- Available in silver grey
- Available in 300mm, 600mm, 800mm
and 1000mm widths
- Graphic can be wider than base

Recommended graphic area:
1200 (h-max) x variable widths

CNC service available for alternative
shapes at an extra cost.

Ideal for more permanent indoor
and outdoor displays
- Moulded plastic base for water or
sand weighting
- Available in Black
- Simple and easy to use
- Rok is designed to support rigid
substrates such as PVC, acrylic,
aluminium composite, foamcore, fluted
polypropylene, MDF (indoor use only)
and aluminium/steel sheet - 10mm
recommended*

*Check suitablility

Recommended graphic area:
1800 (h-max) x variable widths

Recommended graphic area:
1140 (h-max) x 800 (w-max)
11

Outdoor
Our popular range of image
carriers is designed to give
you maximum impact for
your budget, whatever your
outdoor display requirement.
Optional Bag
Code AB140-C

Our outdoor products are
ideal for all kinds of
corporate and sporting
events, country shows, fairs,
retail promotions and
showrooms.
Specifically designed for
indoor and outdoor
promotions or high traffic
areas of display. All our
outdoor products are
designed to withstand a
moderate breeze.

1
All our outdoor products
carry a 1 year guarantee.

Blizzard - Code UB701-C

Storm Hydro 2 - Code UB209

- Ideal for point of sale, retail
display or exhibition environments
- Stylish design hollow plastic base for
water or sand weighting agent
- Telescopic pole for adjustable height
- Graphic is supported on simple
eyelet system
- Weather resistant
- Optional carry bag (AB140-C)
- Holds 15 litres water approx
- Withstands winds 13-18mph approx
(Beaufort scale 4)

Built for durability and strength, the
Storm Hydro 2 is ideal for indoor or
outdoor promotion.
- Can be used as a single or
double-sided unit
- Moulded plastic base for water or
sand weighting
- Supported by simple eyelet system
- Supplied with carry bag
- Withstands winds 10-12mph approx
(Beaufort scale 3)

Recommended graphic area:
2000 (h) x 600 - 800mm (w)
12

Recommended graphic area:
1800 (h) x 800mm (w)

Sign Boards

Large Format Banners

Plus new 2m version
Code - UB708-C
*Excluding bag
2m x 900mm
Outdoor Range

Available
For 2011

Whirlwind - Code UB207

A Sign Board - Code VF204-C

Monsoon

A heavy-duty outdoor swing sign that
is ideal for pavement advertising and
retail promotions.
- Weather resistant
- Double-sided snap frame sign
suitable for A1 size posters
- Wheeled compact moulded
hollow base for water or
sand weighting
- Spring pivot for swing motion
- Flat-packs for easy
transportation
- Holds 25 litres water approx

The external 'A'-Sign Board has been
specially developed for ease of use
using our popular spring loaded
Trappa Frame graphic holder.
- Fantastic value for money
- Galvanised steel backing adding
extra strength and stability.
- Easy front loading
- For outdoor or indoor use
- For A1 size posters
- Robust and sturdy
- Double-sided snap frame sign
- Weight 11kg approx

A large format double-sided outdoor ‘A’ frame banner, made
from lightweight aluminium, ideal for use with PVC eyelet
banners.
- Natural finish 25mm square aluminium tubes with
reinforced plastic moulding
- Available in 3 landscape formats
- Easy push-fit assembly with plastic flush-fit
joinings – no tools necessary
- Graphic secured with adjustable looped elastics
- Supplied complete with guide pegs
- Includes carry bag*
Withstands winds 18-24mph approx (Beaufort scale 5)

Recommended graphic area:
835 (h) x 590mm (w)

Recommended graphic area:
831 (h) x 584mm (w)

UB707-C Recommended graphic
area:
840 (h) x 2340mm (w)
UB711-C Recommended graphic
area:
1090 (h) x 2840mm (w)
(All sizes are approximate)
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Counters
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Outdoor

Horizon - Code UB203

Tornado - Code PK410

Counta - Code PC607

The biggest graphic carrier in the range with a graphic area of
up to 4.8m2 per side. The ideal promotional solution for outdoor
events, advertisements and exhibitions.
- Maximum exposure display unit
- Single or double-sided banner system
- Telescopic pole for adjustable height
- Individual units can be joined together to form a wall without
the need for additional components
- Hollow feet for water or sand weighting for total stability
- Can be used outdoors in moderate wind
- Holds 28 litres water approx
- Withstands wind speeds 10-12mph (Beaufort scale 3)

- Suitable for indoor or outdoor use
- Constructed from moulded
HDPE and PVC tambour
- Moulded top has pen recess and water
drainage notches
- Weatherproof, robust and durable
- Hollow base for water or sand weighting
- Plain PVC tambour wrap included – ideal
for direct to substrate printing
- Support poles and header (shown)
optional extra PK411
- Optional carry bags available
Codes: AB187 & AB187A

- Lightweight plastic, flat pack
promotional unit
- Extremely cost effective
- Includes rigid header panel, shelf
and twin supporting poles
- Supplied with carry bag
- Indoor use only

Recommended graphic area:
1500 - 2000 (h) x 2500mm (w)
14

Visible graphic area:
1040mm (h) x 850mm (w)

Visible graphic area:
2120mm (h) x 820mm (w) x 410mm (d)

Post Flags
Mistral Flags
Mistral units that will mount graphics on both poles and solid walls.
Their weatherproof cast aluminium and sturdy GRP pole
construction make them the perfect display for both outside and
inside use. Mistral flags are very easy to install and are ideal for vinyl
and fabric graphics.

NEW

IMPROVED

o

Full 360 rotation

Outdoor Range

Mistral Flag - Code UB725

Double sided Mistral Flag - Code UB725-D

Rotating Mistral Flag - Code UB725-R

- Ideal for fixing to both poles and walls
- Brackets can be moved for adjustable graphic height
- Made from weatherproof aluminium castings with
aluminium or GRP tubes
- Tested to a beaufort scale 7 using flag knit fabric

- Brackets can be moved for adjustable graphic height
- Made from weatherproof aluminium castings with
aluminium or GRP tubes
- Tested to a beaufort scale 7 using flag knit fabric

- Rotates on an extended arm
- Brackets can be moved for adjustable
graphic height
- Made from weatherproof aluminium
castings with aluminium or GRP tubes
- Tested to a beaufort scale 7 using flag knit fabric

Recommended graphic area:
upto 2000mm (h) x upto 800mm (w)*

Recommended graphic area:
Upto 2000mm (h) x upto 800mm (w) for each flag*

Recommended graphic area:
Upto 1500mm (h) x upto 800mm (w)

*Check suitablility
15

Indoor & Outdoor Flags
Recommended graphic area:
3540mm (h-max.) x 760mm (w)

Zoom Flags
The Zoom is ideal for all types of indoor or outdoor displays and events and is
available with a choice of bases to suit a variety of different surfaces.
- Quill (UB717-C), Mini Zoom (UB726-C) or Feather (UB724-C) designs available
- Lightweight portable outdoor banners
- Aluminium base with glass fibre pole, which makes it easy for
transportation
- Suitable for lightweight fabric graphics
- Choice of bases to suit a range of applications
- Withstands winds 13-18mph approx.
(Beaufort scale 4)

Unit
height
3.9m
approx.

Base Foot
(includes bag)
UB718-C

Weighting Ring
(sold separately
- includes bag)
UB719-C

Available
For 2011

4.1m

Zoom
Rectangular
UB729-C

4.7m

1.8 - 2m
approx.

Drive-on Car
Foot UB721-C

Cross Base
UB727-C

Square Base
UB728-C

Ground Stake
UB720-C
(sand, soil, snow)

(All feet
sold separately)
16

Zoom Feather
UB724-C
4700mm high plus base height

Zoom Quill
UB717-C
Overall height 4100mm approx

Mini Zoom
UB726-C

Heavy duty, weighted
weather proof base.
Includes bearings to allow flag to
move freely with the breeze.

Wind Dancer Flags - Code WD104 (4m) / Code WD105 (5m)
- Portable and lightweight
- Base can be filled with water or sand for stability and splits into four
parts for easy carriage (5m version only - 4m version as one
base unit)
- Telescopic aluminium pole with moulded plastic base
- Eyelet fixings for graphic attachment
- Withstands winds 13-18mph approx (Beaufort scale 4)
Recommended graphic area:
4m Wind Dancer - 2800 (h-max) x 800mm (w)
5m Wind Dancer - 3500 (h-max) x 1000mm (w)
1000mm

800mm

5.3m

4.15m

Recommended bags for 5m - UB716-C / for 4m - AB212-C

17

300mm ø Circular Base Code LB913
1000mm (h) Pole Code LB911
Rope fitting Code LB909
Wall fitting Code LB906

Leader Rope & Pole
-

Strong, durable exhibition and event queue guidance system
Rope available in red, burgundy, blue or black
Metalwork in black or grey powdercoated finish
Wall fitting for rope available
Leader Plus Code LB800
(sold singularly - 1 base,
pole and 1 length of
webbing)

DE

IN THE

K

1000mm Rope Code LB908
1500mm Rope Code LB907

A

U

Leader Cafe Barrier

M

Pedestrian Guidance Systems and Windbreaks

- Modular Portable pavement and café barrier
system
- Ideal for defining areas outside restaurants, bars
and shopping centres
- Easy to assemble and expandable
- Available as individual components
- 1060mm high aluminium posts with bracket
channel allow for adjustable graphic height
- 7.5kg bases for indoor use / optional 9kg
additional heavy bases for external use
- 450mm dia domed steel bases with silver
powdercoated finish
- Withstands winds 13-18mph approx.
(Beaufort scale 4)
(Can not be left outside in all weathers)
Recommended graphic area:
900mm (h) x 1000mm/1500mm/2000mm (w)
approx
1000mm Code CW100
2000mm Code CW200
Centre Post Code CW020
Base Code LN900

1500mm Code CW150
End Post Code CW010
Corner Post Code CW030

Available
For 2011

Economy Cafe Barrier

Leader Plus - Code LB800
Leader Plus is a smart retractable barrier system, ideal for use in
retail outlets, airports, entertainment venues, reception areas or any
location where queue control is required.
- Black Powdercoated
- Solid, compact design with weighted pole bases for extra stability
- Black webbing retracts into post unit
- Each unit is fitted with anti-tamper tape ends
- Each post can be connected to 3 additional barriers
- Very easy to use
- Unit height 900mm
18

- An economy cafe barrier with simple tough
design
- Steel base and posts have been treated to make
them extra weatherproof
- Black powdercoated finish
- Solid 10kg bases and 1000mm high 4kg posts
- Horizontal beams available in three sizes:
1000mm,1500mm, 2000mm and can be attached
at multiple angles
- 1000mm high 4kg steel posts
- Looped and eyeleted graphic fixing
- Withstands winds 13-18mph approx.
(Beaufort scale 4)
(Can not be left outside in all weathers)
Recommended graphic area:
900mm (h) x 1000mm/1500mm/2000mm (w)
approx

1000mm Code UB214-1000
1500mm UB214-1500
2000mm UB214-2000
Base Code UB214B
Post Code UB214P

The Natural Choice

The Logik banner range is constructed from bamboo which, together with its compact
styling, makes it an unusual alternative to aluminium banners.

The Natural Choice

Logik Literature Holder

Logik Roller Banner

Logik L Banner

Logik Tension

Logik X-Banner

- Complements the natural
banner range
- 4 Pocket A4 capacity
- Constructed from bamboo
- Collapsible for easy transportation
- Complete with carry bag

- Reusable quick-change slider
top rail
- Leader with double-sided tape
- Twist out stabilising foot
- Includes quality padded carry
bag

-

-

- Very lightweight banner
- Quick to assemble and easy to use
- Graphics supported on a simple
eyelet system
- Ideal for vinyl/PVC banners
- Includes bag

Overall size:
1210mm (h) x 330mm (w) x 330mm (d)

Recommended graphic area:
1920mm (h) x 845mm (w)

- Code AS150

- Code UB150-850

- Code UB151-800

Very simple and easy to use
Quick-change slider rails
Ideal for vinyl/PVC banners
Includes bag

Recommended graphic area:
1800mm (h) x 800mm (w)

- Code UB152-600

Easy to use tension banner
Quick-change slider rails
Ideal for vinyl/PVC banners
Supported on a solid
330x330mm base
- Specially designed compartment
carry bag
Recommended graphic area:
1800mm (h) x 600mm (w)

- Code UB153-800

Recommended graphic area:
2200 (h) x 800(w)

Recommended graphic thickness:
160-350 microns

19

BasicsRange
1
All our Basics products carry
a 1 year guarantee.

Delta

Code UB205-850

Economy products without compromise
The Basics range is a collection of display products
that are designed to be extremely economical,
whilst delivering the same level of quality you
would expect from, giving you peace of mind
Vortex
at very competitive prices.
Code UB722-C
Vortex

Description

Delta

Blok

Dragonfly

Mosquito

Grasshopper

Code UB196/UB197

Code UB191/UB193

Pull-Up

Cricket

Shanghai

Code UB508-850

Code UB190

Code UB199

Mosquito

Blok

Grasshopper

Dragonfly

Code UB192

Pull-Up

Code WH357-800

Cricket

Adjustable feet

Adjustable feet

Double twist out feet

Twin feet

Single twist out foot

Single twist out foot

Twin feet

Shanghai

Height

1800mm

1992mm

1992mm

2000mm

2000mm

2000mm

2000mm

2000mm

1800mm

Width

800mm

850mm

850mm

800/850mm
1000/1200/1500mm

800/850

850/1000mm

800mm

850mm

795mm

Type

Tension banner

Roller banner

Roller banner

Roller banner

Roller banner

Roller banner

Roller banner

Roller banner

Tension banner

Simple eyelet system

Quality snap rail

Quality snap rail

Snap rail

Self-adhesive top rail

Snap rail

Grippa Rail

Self-adhesive top rail

Self-adhesive rails

Rail/fixings

20
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Impact Bundle - Code 3 x 3: IMP-3X3C / Code 3 x 4: IMP-3X4C
- 3 x 3 or 3 x 4 curved frames, supplied with mag bars, hangers
and kickers, and one 30m roll of magnetic tape
- Kit also includes a Zeus case and hinged thermoformed
tabletop in beech, as well as 2 x Powerspot 950 halogen lights
- Self-locating ‘smart’ magnetic locking arms
- Graphic height 2225mm approx
- All front curved / D-end panels are the same size
- Zeus case suitable for carrying both frame sizes
and one set of graphics

Xanadu - Code WH431/WH432
- Lightweight components
- 4 x A4 (WH431) and 8 x A4 (WH432)
portrait format
- Available in Black
- 3 piece construction

Basics Range

Zodiac - Code UB611
Give your promotion maximum impact
with this stylish and eye-catching
motorised banner system.
- Continuous, scrolling loop graphic
- Compact neat styling
- Silver anodised
- Two-way rotation
- Wall or ceiling mounted
- Includes mains lead & plug
- CE approved
Recommended graphic area:
2010mm (h) x 900mm (w)
Whilst stocks last
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Literature Holders

A4 - AS315

A3 - AS319

Cascade - Code AS320

Zed-Up Lite

- Versatile one-step cantilever
assembly action
- Automatically locks in open or
folded position
- 4 pocket A4 capacity
- Robust transparent
polycarbonate pockets
- Premium carry bag

Zed-Up Lite is a popular aluminium literature stand that is
stylish and highly portable. Ideal for exhibitions and displays.
- High tech styling with A5, A4 and A3 capacity shelving
- 6 Double-sided acrylic shelves (7 for the AS318, A5)
- Fully collapsible for easy transportation
- Available in anodised silver

Heavy duty case included
(finish may vary)

Folds down for easy transportation.
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A5 - AS318

Literature Holders

Zed-Up - Code WH412

Aura - Code WH404

Standard 10-Up - Code WH421

10-Up Deluxe - Code AS205

Illusion - Code WH402

-

Double-sided metal literature holder
Collapsible for easy transportation
6 pockets A4 capacity
Can collapse with literature
still in place
- Available in silver
- Padded carry bag included

- One step easy cantilever
assembly action
- 4 pocket A4 capacity
- Anti-collapsible locking arm
- Birch effect base
- Padded carry bag included

-

- Curvaceous styling with 10 A4
‘wire’ frame pockets
- Slim and lightweight
- Available in silver
- Carry bag included

- One-step easy cantilever action
- Convenient handle for
easy transportation
- 4 pocket A4 capacity
- Available in silver powdercoated
- Padded carry bag included

Folds down for easy transportation.

Folds down for easy transportation.

High tech styling
Single-sided
10 pocket A4 capacity
Available in black powdercoat
finish with chrome pockets
- Carry bag included

Folds down for easy transportation.
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Promoter Units

Sentry Poster Display Units

Observe Lite - Code AS228G

Simple snap action freestanding
poster frame. Ideally suited to
information display.
- Available in A4 and A3 sizes
- Aluminium with anodised
silver finish
- Head rotates for portrait or
landscape format literature
- Quick assembly, breaks down
for easy transportation

- Graphic and poster holder
fittings included
- Brochure holder has adjustable
fitting to allow for flexible
positioning
- Available in silver powdercoat
- Breaks down for easy
transportation
- Carry bag included
- Curved poster holder suitable for
A4 graphics
- Brochure holder suitable for A4
brochures - 20mm capacity

A3: Code SL103
A4: Code SL104

Poster holding
fitting included
suitable for
graphics up to A3
portrait
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Graphic Pods and Lightboxes

1

A range that is perfect for demonstration units or for instore displays and exhibitions.

Lightbox Code

Graphic Size

MR103
MR104
MR101
MR102

MR914
MR915
MR911
MR912

800mm (h) x 400mm (w)
1530mm (h) x 400mm (w)
975mm (h) x 980mm (w)
1975mm (h) x 980mm (w)

Reflecta D

-

Reflecta Lightbox (MR912)

-

Reflecta Pod (MR103)

-

D shaped profile lightbox
Available in A1, A2 and A3 sizes
Display landscape or portrait
Snap frame sides enable easy
change of graphics
Complete with TFL cool
fluorescent tube, mains lead
and plug
Quality aluminium frame
construction
Wall fixing, portrait or landscape
UPVC protective graphics covers
Recommended graphic
material: 200 micron duratrans
or equivalent
CE approved

Removable lid for easy and quick
A
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Graphic Size
A1
A2
A3

- Internally illuminated,
double-sided
freestanding lightbox
- Simple to assemble and
change graphics
- Stable oversize base
- Packs flat for transit
and storage
- Available in silver, black,
white, birch

Dimensions:
1565 (h) x 565mm (w) x
280mm (d)

U

Code
ML901
ML902
ML903

Reflecta Lite is a freestanding double sided lightbox.
Elegant looks and ease of assembly make the
Reflecta Lite ideal for Retail or Display applications.

Technical Information
58w Fluorescent daylight
tube / 2 metre approx.
mains lead & plug /
Recommended graphic
material: 200 micron
Duratran or equivalent /
Suitable for indoor
use only

M

-

- Code ML915

IN THE

Lightboxes

Pod Code
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Multi-purpose promotional unit
Strong and stylish ellipse design
Easy to assemble - packs flat for storage
Requires 2 - 3mm thick substrate - not included
Single or double sided
Complete with mains lead & plug
Lightbox complete with TFL cool fluorescent tube(s)
Custom sizes available

A

U

-

Reflecta Lite
M

Reflecta Graphic Pod and Lightbox

graphic fitting
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Pop-Up Systems

Using the very latest technology to ensure fast installation and easy graphic positioning, the Evolution Pop–Up range adds high
impact to any presentation or exhibition stand.

Evolution Xpress

Mini Quick Pop-up 2x2 - Code WH240-C-C

Fully magnetic, with silver anodised aluminium frame and saffron
components, Evolution Xpress is stylish and very simple to use.

The Quick Mini Pop-up display system combines
strength, reliability and style. It is lightweight and easy
to use. It uses “Rare Earth Neo Magnets” to make it
simple to erect and take down.

- Self-locating hanging system with magnetic hangers make it the
simplest pop-up to assemble
- Self-locating ‘smart’ magnetic locking arms and low profile
mag bars
- Quality anodised aluminium finish
- Available as frame or graphic kit
- Option for graphics to be displayed on both sides
- All front curved / D–end panels are the same size
- Available in a combination of quads from 1 x 1 desktop to 5 x 5
freestanding, straight or curved exhibition displays
- 3 quad graphic height 2225mm approx
- Complete with frame & Mag Bar bags

-

Stylish table top graphic
Quick to set up
Ideal for table top display
Easy to store and transport
Collapses to a fraction of its full size
Supplied in a padded bag to transport
frame & graphics

Recommended graphic area:

3x3 Express Graphic Kit (EK302X-C)

Pop-Up Systems

Height: 1219mm
Width: Front curved panel: 558.8mm
End panel: 406.4mm

Quick Kit 3x3 (WH223-C-C)
Fabric panels are available for
all brands of pop-up

Evolution Quick

Lighting available for pop-ups
(Powerspot 1000 shown)

A popular mid-range pop-up with self-locating ‘smart’ magnetic
locking arms and mag bars and clip-on graphic hanger fittings.
- Quality anodised finish
- Self-locating ‘smart’ magnetic locking arms and low profile
mag bars
- Available as frame or graphic kit
- Option for graphics to be displayed on both sides
- All front curved / D-end panels are the same size
- D-end graphic panels also fit the Quick Tower
- Smaller graphic size ‘Midi’ version available - height 1850mm
- Available in a combination of quads from 1 x 1 desktop to
5 x 5 freestanding, straight or curved exhibition displays
- 3 quad graphic height 2225mm approx
- 3 quad midi graphic height 1850mm approx
- Complete with frame & Mag Bar bags

All items on pages 27-29 are
designed in the U.K
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Pop-Up Systems and Accessories

IMPROVED

Available
For 2011

Powerspot 1200
3x3

3x4

3x5

Quick Fitting

L-Shaped Pop-up

Quick Tower - Code WH231 (3 quad)

Pop Up Counta - Code PUC-2x2

- Quality anodised finish
- Self-locating ‘smart’ magnetic locking arms and low profile
mag bars
- D-end graphic panels also fit the Quick Tower
- Compact for easy storage
- Available in a combination of quad sizes from 3x3 to 3x5
freestanding exhibition displays
- 3 quad graphic height 2225mm approx
- Accessories include choice of Lighting and Transit cases

An exciting pop–up tower that is simplicity itself to assemble
and provides maximum impact to any display.
- Panel sizes are the same as the D-end front curved panel of
the Quick pop-up
- Choice of quad heights (up to 4 quads)
- Compact for easy storage
- Overall diameter 640mm approx
- Can be illuminated - internal lighting (full 360º) use
9 x Powerspot 1200 (3 quad tower)
- Recommend use of US601B Linking cables

- A convenient lightweight pop-up counter, giving the
advantage of a substantial size yet weighing only 14.3kg
(without graphics) and packing down to
450 (h) 700 (w) x 270 (d) (mm)
- Quick and simple push-fit assembly
- Assembled dimensions 970 (h) x 1270 (w) x 440 (d) (mm)
- Finished with pop-up PVC graphics fixed to integral mag bars
- Wood composite hinged top with gloss black
thermoformed finish
- Includes shelf
- Supplied in canvas carry bag

3x3 - Code WH223-L
3x4 - Code WH224-L
3x5 - Code WH225-L
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Recommended graphic area:
950 (h) x 2025(w) (mm)

Pop-Up Systems

Accessories

Modular Display Stands
It is possible for us to create a range of pop-up
configurations for presentations and exhibitions.

Optional pop-up monitor
bracket XPUSMK2

Pop-Up Fabric

- Hard wearing fabric panels
- Use plain or add graphics with
hook fastener
- Available for any brand of pop-up
system
Pop-Up Systems

Pop-Up Lighting PS1200

Stabilising Foot

Pop-Up Shelving

- Illuminate with 20w
Fluorescent lighting
for greater display
impact

Recommended for
straight systems or where
internal or external loadbearing shelving
is used.

For curved and straight
systems

Graphic Cases

Case to Counter Conversion

The essential
accessory to transport
pop-ups.

Elipse Plus and Zeus pop-up
cases may be converted into
counters, with a table top insert
and a choice of beech or fabric
wraps. Alternatively you may
wish to use your own graphic.
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Hop-Up Counter - Code HU301-001

Tension fabric systems are the next generation in large format
graphic displays. These lightweight systems are highly portable
and easy to set up, offering maximum impact with minimal fuss!
- Available in 3 x 2, 3 x 3 and 3 x 4 straight formats
- NEW - Available as a 2 x 2 desktop (HU301-001)
- Wheeled carry bag (HUB-001) available as an optional extra
- Stabilising feet (ES507) & spotlights available on request
- Optional lights are available

-

Lightweight and portable.
Easy to fasten graphics using hook and loop
High quality anodised frame
Very fast assembly
Thermoformed Top and shelf available in black,
silver, beech and white
- Optional carry baf including shoulder strap (AB214)
- Overall assembled dimensions:
1000mm (h) x 1025mm (w) x 350mm (d)
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Evolution Hop-Up
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Hop-Up Systems

Arena4 Gantry

Accessories

The Arena4 gantry system is ideal for creating exciting exhibition stands, showroom and retail displays, with a wide variety of components for
complete design flexibility.
Arena4 is made from lightweight aluminium, yet is extremely strong, with a load bearing span of up to 6m.

Features & benefits
- Lightweight aluminium construction
- Quick and easy to assemble with bolt and wing nut
fixings - no tools required
- Load bearing up to 100kgs over 2m span.
- Maximum unsupported span 6m
- Outer dimensions of quad 200mm x 200mm approx
- 25mm approx tube dimensions

o

2 Way 90 Corner
Code UT-C21

4 Way T Junction
Code UT-C40

3 Way Corner Junction
Code UT-C30

250mm Base Section
Code UT-BS250

4 Way Corner Junction
Code UT-C41

3 Way T Junction
Code UT-C35

5 Way Junction
Code UT-C55

LCD Bracket
Code UT-LCD1 up to 15kg approx.

Plasma Bracket
Code UT-LCD3 - up to
40kg approx.

Powerspot 1100
Code PS1100

Arena4 Gantry

Kit 1 - Code UT002

Angle Plate
Code SP-01

Powerspot 3000 Floodlight
Code PS3000

Kit 2 - Code UT001

6 Way Junction
Code UT-C65

Straight Section available in 9 lengths:
250, 300, 500, 750, 1000, 1250, 1500, 1750 &
2000 (add UT-S before each length for the
code)

250mm Hook Plate
Code UT-HP250

Radius Curved
1000 Code UT-C1000
500 Code UT-C500

Tabletops
Oval - TT400 /
Corner - TT400-1
Half Tabletop - TT400-2
(image shows 2 x TT400-2)
Available in 4 Colours
(Black, Silver, Birch
and White)

Literature Holder
Code TT401
- 10 pocket holder
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Linear Modular Graphic Display
Linear Exec Wave and Exec Curve display units
Available in 6 configuration options. Frosted acrylic sides included for all units.
Optional counter, lights, and hardcase (AC506) are available, see page 37 for details.

LK031-001

Exec Wave with 2 LCD mounts & 4 shelves

Configuration

Exec Curve

Exec Wave

2 LCD mounts & 4 shelves

LK030-001

LK031-001

2 LCD mounts & 4 lit holders

LK030-002

LK031-002

6 lit holders

LK030-003

LK031-003

LK030-003
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Exec Curve with 6 literature holders

All products on pages 32-39 are
designed & manufactured in the U.K
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Linear Kits
All panel kits are supplied with one roll of steel tape, with the exception of the Straight Wire Panel Kit.
Optional bag AC504 available for panel kits. Sizes quoted height by width by radius.

Straight Graphic Panel Kit A
Height
Width
LK020-B 2000mm x 500mm
LK020-C 2000mm x 1000mm*
LK020-D 2000mm x 2000mm
LK020-E 2000mm x 3000mm

Straight Wire Panel Kit
Height
Width
LK022-B 2000mm x 500mm
LK022-C 2000mm x 1000mm*
LK022-D 2000mm x 2000mm

Straight Graphic Panel Kit B
Height
Width
LK021-B 2000mm x 500mm
LK021-C 2000mm x 1000mm*
LK021-D 2000mm x 2000mm
LK021-E 2000mm x 3000mm

Monitor up to
20” approx
Please note: LCDs, lights and
graphics shown are for
illustration purposes only and
are not included with the kits.
Measurements show maximum
Recommended graphic area.
This will vary depending on
which fixing option is used.

Curved Graphic Panel Kit A
Height
Width
Radius
LK023-C 2000mm x 1000mm x 2000mm
LK023-D 2000mm x 2000mm x 2000mm
LK023-E 2000mm x 3000mm x 2000mm

LCD Graphic Panel Kit
Height
Width
LK025-C 2000mm x 1000mm
LK025-D 2000mm x 2000mm
LK025-E 2000mm x 3000mm

For recommended
Recommended graphic areas
for each of the graphic fixing
options, please refer to the data
sheet for each individual kit.
*2000mm x 1000mm
Units Shown
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LK024-E Shown with optional literature holders.

Audio Visual & Literature Post - LK026-002
Audio Visual & Graphic Post - LK026-003
(Rigid infill graphic areas will vary from
those shown below)

Suitable for monitor up to 4kg approx.
Optional acrylic stacks, bags (for LK026-002 AB910 & AB218 / for LK026-003 - AB910 &
AB219), and fixings available

Curved Graphic Panel Kit B
Height
Width
Radius
LK024-C 2000mm x 1000mm x 2000mm
LK024-D 2000mm x 2000mm x 2000mm
LK024-E 2000mm x 3000mm x 2000mm
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Graphic & Literature Post - LK026-001
Optional acrylic stacks, bags (AB293 &
AB910), fixings and lights available (see
page 37)
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Linear Counters

Linear counters are constructed from 50mm aluminium Linear posts, with solid mdf tops and bases
available in a choice of Birch, Black, Silver and White finishes. The counters are very solid and durable,
yet they can also flat-pack for easy transportation. Assembly is simple, without tools, using our ‘twist &
lock’ system.

Linear Curved Counter
- Finished with 2 mm thick foamed PVC
board graphics*
- Available in 30° and 45° radius
- Standard unit without top shelf,
Pro unit includes top shelf
- Unit dimensions (mm
- 30°: 1010 (h) x 1025 (w) x 546 (d)
- 45°: 1010 (h) x 1515 (w) x 607 (d)
- top-shelf 80mm (h)
Recommended graphic area (mm):
- 30°: Front Panel 949mm (h) x 907mm (w)
- 30°: Side Panels 949mm (h) x 376mm (w)
- 45°: Front Panel 949mm (h) x 1426mm (w)
- 45°: Side Panels 949mm (h) x 425mm (w)

(Shown with optional internal shelf)

LK028-001
LK028-002
LK028-003
LK028-004

Standard 30° radius
Pro 30° radius
Standard 45° radius
Pro 45° radius

Linear Straight Counter
- Finished with 2-3 mm thick foamed PVC
board graphics*
- Available in 1000mm and 2000mm widths
- Unit dimensions (mm)
- 1010 (h) x 1000 (w) x 500 (d) (LK029-001)
- 1010 (h) x 2000 (w) x 500 (d) (LK029-002)
Recommended graphic area (mm):
LK029-001 Front Panel 949 (h) x 880 (w)
LK029-001 Side Panels 949 (h) x 380 (w)
LK029-002 Front Panel 949 (h) x 1880 (w)
LK029-001 Side Panels 949 (h) x 380 (w)

Linear Lite Counter - Code LK038
- Finished with PVC graphics* fixed using
steel/mag. tape
making it lightweight and easy to transport
- Unit dimensions 1040 (h) x 915 (w) x 405 (d)
- Suitable for 300 – 450 micron PVC graphics
Recommended graphic area:
Front Panel 1000mm (h) x 798mm (w)
Side Panels 1000mm (h) x 230mm (w)

Optional Counter Accessories
Include:
Carry Bags:
AB112A: standard counter bag
AB221: suitable for LK028-003/4
AB222: suitable for LK029-002
Internal Shelf Code - PK8-S1S
Acrylic Literature Holder Code - LN501

*Graphic are for illustration only and are not included.
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We have created a convenient range of standard off-the-shelf modular Linear components ‘Elements’ that
can be easily configured to create unique designs that will help you get the most from your budget in the
fastest possible timescale.

Linear Elements can be reconfigured and components
added to allow for different stand sizes and uses.

Elements standard components include the following
standard component sections:
-

Straignt - 925mm and 850mm wide
Curved - 925mm and 850mm wide
Lockable storage and door sections
Corner
Top headers
Display, A/V and Desk
Desk
Tower

Section sizes are designed to suit the standards of most exhibition
environments. Height sections are in increments of 0.25m, 0.5m, 1m to offer
2m, 2.25m, 2.5m, 2.75m and 3m overall height options
Section widths are designed to work as full metre sections with the inclusion
of the 75mm Linear upright posts either one side or both sides of a section.
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When you need a unique display design fast Linear Elements is the ideal solution.
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Linear Elements

M

Arm mount
(for wire kit)
LN220

450mm Ø Steel
Dome Base LN102
Optional base weight
(approx 10kg) - LN900

Thermoformed
Base
(black, birch, silver
or white)

Oval Base

Top Caps

Aluminium literature
holder - LN112

(4 shapes to suit posts)

Slatwall Panel
Compass
graphic fixing
LN-SL-1000 x 750
LN502
Slatwall Leaflet Holder
(A4) AH310
Slatwall Hook AH321

Acrylic literature
holder - LN501

Linear Elements

PVC wing
extrusion
LN608-1000

Beams

Posts

LN618
LN601
LN602
LN8W
LN604
LN616
50mm round 50mm 8-way 50mm square 75mm round 75mm 8-way 75mm oval
4-way
4-way
4-way
8-way

LN607
LN610
LN605
75mm square 40mm
45mm
8-way
Graphic Rail

LN609
50mm oval
beam

LN603
125mm twin
span

Kader

Spring Clip

Looped

Available Graphic Fixings
Steel/Mag tape*

Specially designed carry
cases are available for
safe and convenient
transportation of your
display stand.

Wheeled Carry
Case AC504

Poser Table LN315 / LN316

IN THE

IMPROVED

Acrylic Stacks

Wheeled Moulded
Carry Case AC506
(optional inserts
available)

Routed
Thermoformed
top
Custom Item

Rigid Infill

Incorporate Linear kits,
counters and accessories
into your Linear Elements
design

LCD Brackets
3 types available

DE

K

Powerspot 1000
PS1000

A

U

Accessories

*Steel / mag tape is supplied as standard with kits please specify alternative graphic fixing if required
(spring clip, and Kader fixings will incur an additional charge)
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Linear Vector
KIT1
Code: VKF-H4-SL for fabric
VKR-H4-SL for rigid substrate

When you need to create impact with seamless large
format graphics
Vector is a lightweight textile graphic or rigid substrate carrier that can
be used to create a wide variety of frameless and seamless displays.
As part of the Linear Range of products it is also fully compatible with Linear frames
and accessories.
Vector is particularly suitable for dye sublimated fabric graphics that create impact for all
types of permanent or quick-change applications such as promotions, point of sale
display, showrooms, room dividers and exhibition backdrops. We also offer a profile that is
specially designed to create seamless graphic walls for rigid substrates.
We offer a range of double-sided freestanding modular kits that can be used individually or
combined to create your own configurations, as well as a range of wall-mounted frames.
Applying and reapplying graphics is very easy; graphics are edged with silicon bead that
simply slots into the specially designed channel in the frame.

Side feet shown
are an optional extra

Vector fabric graphic frames make transportation of large graphics panels very practical,
fabric graphics are lightweight and easy to store and transport without damage, and the
lightweight aluminium frame is designed to be packed down and assembled in-situ.

Kit 1 x1, 2000mm (h) x 1000mm (w) frame 1 pair of feet

KIT3
Code: VKF-3H4-2SL for fabric
VKR-3H4-2SL for rigid substrate

KIT2
Code: VKF-2H4-2SL for fabric
VKR-2H4-2SL for rigid substrate

Arch feet shown
come as standard
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Kit 2 x2, 2000mm (h) x 1000mm (w) frame 2 pairs of feet

Kit 3 x3, 2000mm (h) x 1000mm (w) frame 2 pairs of feet
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KIT5
Code: VKF-5H4-2P for fabric
VKR-5H4-2P for rigid substrate
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KIT4
Code: VKF-3H4-2P for fabric
VKR-3H4-2P for rigid substrate

A

Vector Accessories

Powerspot 1000/1050
PS1000 & VLF
(Vector light fitting)

Kit 4 x3, 2000mm (h) x 1000mm (w) frames x2, 2000mm (h) Linear posts

KIT6
Code: VKF-4H4-2H2-3P for fabric
VKR-4H4-2H2-3P for rigid substrate

Vector

LCD Brackets
Upto 24”

Kit 5 x5, 2000mm (h) x 1000mm (w) frames x2, 2000mm (h) Linear posts

KIT7
Standard
Code: VKF-2H6-1H4-2H2-2P(STD) for fabric
VKR-2H6-1H4-2H2-2P(STD) for rigid substrate
Deluxe - x2 LCD brackets, x2 Poser Tables
Code: VKF-2H6-1H4-2H2-4P(DELUXE) for fabric
VKR-2H6-1H4-2H2-4P(DELUXE) for rigid substrate
Aluminium literature
holder - LN112-C

Poser Table LN315 / LN316

Deluxe kit
Kit 6 x4, 2000mm(h) x 1000mm(w) frames x2, 2000mm(h) x 500mm(w) frames, x3 2000mm(h) Linear posts,
poser table and LCD bracket

Kit 7 x2, 2000mm(h) x 1500mm(w) frames, x1 2000mm(h) x 1000mm(w) frames,
x4 2000mm(h) Linear posts. Poser table and LCD bracket

Lights, monitors, LCD
brackets and poser tables
shown are all Vector
accessories
39

Strata Cable Display & Signage Systems
Versatile cable display solutions with a choice of fixing options for wall or ceiling suspension. These quality components are available in
silver satin finish and may be purchased individually.

Compatable with Linear systems.
Panel Supports
Code PO113 and PO112

PO112

Panel support for cable kits.
10mm dia x 15.5mm for substrate
up to 4mm, 16mm dia x 20.5mm for
substrate up to 7mm.
Allen keys:PO113 (2mm) /
PO112 (2.5mm)

360°

Insert for screw fixing
Code PO116

360°

Fits cable and stand-off fixings.
(Screws not included).

PO122

PO121

Double Panel Support
Acrylic Poster Holders

Code PO122 and PO121

Acrylic poster holders with wings for
panel support fixing. Available in the
following sizes, in landscape (L) or
portrait (P) format.

Double-sided panel support for cable kits.
10mm dia x 20mm for substrate up to 4mm,
16 dia x 43mm for substrate up to 7mm
rotating. Allen keys:PO122 (2mm) /
PO121 (1.5mm and 2.5mm)

A1 AH411 (L or P)
A2 AH412 (L or P)
A3 AH413 (L or P)
A4 AH414 (L or P)
A5 AH415 (L or P)

180°

(cable and fixings not included)

180°

360°

Adjustable Cable

Shelf Support
Code PO111
Shelf support fixing, 16mm dia x 8mm.
Suitable for substrates 3mm minimum
and requires a 9mm dia aperture in
the substrate.
Allen key: 2.5mm
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PO109
Rail fixing (floor to ceiling)
+ PR102 rail
Rail fixing (wall to wall)
+ 2 x PO107 variable joints
and PR102 rail
Wall fixing (wall to wall without rails)
+ 2 x PO108 variable joints or
2 x P0106 variable wall plates
Screw fixing (floor to ceiling)
+ 2 x P0116 screw fix inserts

Compact Variable Fixing
Floor to ceiling fixing
Code PO110
4m x 1.5mm adjustable cable kit with
built-in tensioner - screw fixing.
(NB - can not be used with PO106,
PO107 or PO108 accessories)

Code PO107 (rail fixing) /
PO108 (screw fixing)
Compact 16mm dia x 25mm,
180° variable fixing.
(Can not be used with PO110
cable kit). Allen key: 1.5mm
and 2.5mm

Compact Variable Wall
Plate Fixing
Code P0106
Compact 16mm dia x 25mm
180° variable wall plate fixing.
360° free moving or lockable.
(Can not be used with PO110
cable kit). Allen key: 1.5mm

Multi-angle Fixing
Code PO114-R (rail) /
PO114-S (screw)
Multi-angle fixing 16mm
dia x 30mm.
For substrates up to 7mm
thick.

Edge Stand-offs

Cable kits can
also be fitted to
Linear frames

Edge stand-offs, no aperture in substrate
required. Stand-off distance:
PO119 (S or R) - 18.5mm x 16mm dia
(16mm aperture)
PO120 (S or R) - 18.5mm x 25mm dia
(25mm aperture)
All the above available with either screw
or rail fixings (S or R) and suitable for
substrates of 2 - 10mm thickness

Banner poster rails

Cable & Banner Poster Rail

PO120-R (rail)
PO120-S (screw)

PO119-R (rail)
PO119-S (screw)

Strata Systems

Code

- Kits include 2 x 4m cables and 1 pair
of poles
- Available in 600 or 1000mm widths
- Suitable for a variety of looped graphics
PO206-K 600mm wide kit
PO210-K 1000mm wide kit
PO206-R 600mm wide poles only (1 pair)
PO210-R 1000mm wide poles only (1 pair)

Aluminium Rail (Channel)
screw-fixing
Code PR102
For cable or stand-off fixing available
by the metre.

Code
PO101 (rail)
PO102 (screw)

Insert for rail fixing
Code PO115
Fits cable and stand-off fixings.

Product finish may vary from photos shown

Code
PO118 (rail)
PO117 (screw)

Code
PO104 (rail)
PO105 (screw)

Stand-offs
Stand-offs (require 11mm aperture in
the substrate). Stand-off distance:
PO101 / PO102 - 80mm x 25mm dia,
substrates 5 - 20mm thick
PO117 / PO118 - 25mm x 25mm dia,
substrates 5 - 20mm thick
PO104 / PO105 - 15mm x 16mm dia,
substrates 2 - 10mm thick
All the above available with either
screw or rail fixings.
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Poster Rails
A selection of easy to use poster rails and frames to support a range
of printable media including paper, card, PVC and fabric. Simple
graphic application with no tools required.
- Cost effective and reusable
- Sold in pairs complete with end-caps and moulded hooks
- Optional ‘C’ hooks available for ceiling suspension, magnetic
hooks, and suction cups for window mounting
- Sizes quoted are for portrait format
(landscape format available on request).
- Custom sizes available to order (POA)

Trappa Rail
-

Easy snap action operation
Aluminium with anodised silver finish
Wall or ceiling mounted
Suitable for substrates up to 300 microns thick
Wide range of sizes available
Grey or black end caps and hooks

A0
A1
A2
A3
A4

Twista Plus Rail

Lightning Rail

-

-

Strong twist open & snap shut operation
Aluminium with anodised silver finish
Ceiling mounted
Suitable for substrates from 150 microns to 500 microns thick
Wide range of sizes available
Grey or black end caps and hooks

A0
A1
A2
A3
A4
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Code: VH310
Code: VH311
Code: VH312
Code: VH313
Code: VH314

Code: VH210
Code: VH211
Code: VH212
Code: VH213
Code: VH214

1.2m
1.0m
0.9m
0.6m
0.5m
0.3m

Code: VH206
Code: VH205
Code: VH204
Code: VH203
Code: VH202
Code: VH201

1.2m
1.0m
0.9m
0.6m
0.5m
0.3m

Code: VH306
Code: VH305
Code: VH304
Code: VH303
Code: VH302
Code: VH301

Based on the snap rails of the popular Lightning banner
Tough twist and open operation, heavy duty
Anodised silver finish
Suitable for substrates from 225 microns to 300 microns thick
Wide range of sizes available
Black end caps and hooks

1.2m
1.0m
0.9m
0.6m
0.5m
0.3m

Code: VH906
Code: VH905
Code: VH904
Code: VH903
Code: VH902
Code: VH901

Poster Frames

Trappa Frame
Snap action poster frames
Aluminium with anodised silver finish
Wall mounted portrait or landscape
Suitable for substrates up to 0.5mm thick
Custom colours & sizes available to order (POA)

Poster Frames

-

Poster Overall Size

Visible Poster
Area (mm)

External Frame
Size (mm)

Code

A0 (1189 x 841)

1172 x 824

1220 x 872

AT405-C

A1 (841 x 594)

824 x 577

872 x 625

AT404-C

A2 (594 x 420)

577 x 403

625 x 451

AT403-C

A3 (420 x 297)

403 x 280

451 x 328

AT402-C

A4 (297 x 210)

280 x 193

328 x 241

AT401-C

SNAP
ACTION!

Graphics can be quickly and easily changed

Frame Profile
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Our Baseline Folding Panel Kits are lightweight for easy transportation, with a recessed panel
face that allows graphics upto 3mm thick to be fixed flush with the extruded frame - that way
graphics can remain in–situ during foldaway and transit.
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Modular Folding Kits

Folding kits are finished in loop nylon fabric which is available in a choice of 30 colours (see p55),
and may be ordered in standard or custom specified configurations. Frame colours available in
grey or black.

Baseline

7 Panel Folding Kit

8 Panel Folding Kit

Includes header panel

Includes header panel and tabletop

Includes 2 header panels

Baseline: (KK117)
900 x 600mm panels

Baseline:
900 x 600mm (KK114)
1000 x 700mm (KK314)

Baseline:
900 x 600mm (KK120)
1000 x 700mm (KK320)

6 Panel Folding Kit

10 Panel Folding Kit
Includes header panels and tableops
Baseline:
900 x 600mm (KK124)
1000 x 700mm (KK222)

Junior & Senior Kits
Both the Junior and Senior
kits are ideal for training
environments and come
complete with header and
carry bag.
Incorporates optional white
board
Junior Kit: (KK102)
Senior Kit: (KK103)

Jumbo Panels
1.8m (h) x 0.9 (w) panels in
loop nylon for attractive
booths, back walls and
screens.
3 Panel Kit: (KK350)
4 Panel Kit: (KK351)

Junior Kit
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Senior Kit

Please note: We guarantee panels for use with hook and loop fasteners sold by us, which are specified as fit for purpose.
We cannot guarantee panels against damage when other brands of hook and loop are used as they may have stronger hook adhesion, which carries the risk of damage and
de-lamination to the panel fabric.

Panel & Pole
Our panel & pole range is one of our classic lines, practical,
durable and adaptable. Helping you to achieve first rate displays
at very competitive prices. Panels are available in three panel
types in a choice of colours, and may be ordered in standard kits
or as individual panels.

Baseline

4 Panel Kit

Easily configurable panel and pole kits available in Baseline,
Matrix and Phantom. Panels can be added to extend
displays.

900 x 600mm
4 panel
6 panel
8 panel
10 panel
1000 x 700mm
6 panel
8 panel
10 panel

6 Panel Kit
(header shown is extra)

Matrix

Panel & Pole Kits - 4, 6, 8 and 10 panel

Kit Type

10 Panel Kit

Phantom

Baseline

Matrix

Phantom

KK104
KK106
KK108
KK110

-

-

-

KK131
KK133
KK135

KK132
KK134
KK136

8 Panel Kit

MXDP02
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Matrix Discounter Units
Constructed from robust PVC frames
- Simple panel and pole assembly
- Thermoformed top and shelf as standard - available in 4 colours
(black, silver, birch and white)
- Add flexible graphic to form curved ‘D’ ends

KPRCVR2
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Available from the Matrix and Phantom ranges are feature panels, lockable doors, curved panels,
tabletops, slatwall and replaceable graphic panels, ideal for adding graphics to your modular
display.
Use them to create any kind of presentation or display from desktop to full exhibition stand.
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Customised Modular Panel & Pole
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Panel & Pole Accessories

Modular Systems

Aluminium Folding Panel Kit - Code GEP-001
Matrix Replaceable Graphic
for Acrylic or MDF infill

Matrix

Arena 4 Gantry
link in add structure

Powerspot 1000
(black or silver)

Lockable Doors
and Cupboards

Kneehole
in a variety of sizes

- Lightweight aluminium frame 6 panel folding
kit with header
- Strong and durable, suitable for permanent displays
- Gear-edged hinges allows it to be positioned at any angle
- Fabric panels supplied in blue and grey only
- Lightweight board infill covered in woven polyester fabric
- Graphics can be fixed using hook & loop fastener or pins
- Supplied with fabric carry bag

Panel Size 900mm x 600mm
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Matrix Replaceable Graphic
with fluted or rigid plastic infill

M

Modular Systems

Phantom

Superflex, Quick-build Re-usable ‘Green’ Modular
Solutions

Thermoformed Tabletops
Custom sizes and shapes
Available in 4 Colours

Slatwall
for shelving, literature
racks and hooks

Angled Panels

Downlighter

Superflex provides an easy and effective way of creating
displays and booths from foam-based display panels –
light, easy to assemble and convenient for storage. Ideal for
displays, walling, pods and booths.

Curved Panels
in several radii

Aperture
for product display
and monitors

Allows complete design flexibility
Manufactured from high-impact White PVC
Protects the edge of display boards to prevent damage
No need for screws or fixings
Use with 4 - 6mm substrates
Reusable
Available in packs of 10

Flexible - (Code Ulex20) / Fixed 60 degree - (Code Ulex19)
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Portable Furniture

Physique Range
Physique is the flat-pack furniture of the display and exhibition industry.
Constructed from composite materials and flexible MDF or PVC
tambour, Physique can be transformed into virtually any shape or
function required. Physique’s strength and durability means that it can
be re-used many times, and units are easy to assemble without tools.
Physique can be custom designed to fit your specific requirements.
We simply need an idea or sketch to allow us to design it for you.

Deluxe option shown
includes shelf and
lockable door

All our furniture tops and bases are constructed from thermoformed
MDF in a choice of four finishes.

NEW

IMPROVED

Birch
Counter shown has Keystone
top and optional fascia kit

Silver

Black

White

Physique Freestyle is constructed using MDF tambour
wraps, finished in a choice of coloured fabric covering.
Load bearing up to 75Kg

V Counter - Code PK30
Choose from 31
coloured fabric options,
see p55 for details.

A very robust, stylish counter or workstation. V-counter is available
in three configurations; with integral shelving and lockable storage.
Ideal for applications where security is important.
- Standard option with open back
- Deluxe option includes integral
shelf and lockable door. Ideal for applications
where security is important.
- Graphic option with white printable
foamed PVC board front and back
- Complete with cable management as standard
- Available in white, black, silver and birch
V-counter is available in a choice of four finishes.
Tops are available in two shape options, Keystone
and Elliptical. Sides available in silver and white only.
NB: Laminate swatches shown are only given as a guide –
for a more exact match, samples are available on request.
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Physique Graphic incorporates a unique Twist & Lock pole
system, constructed using 25mm aluminium tube poles, creating
an internal structure that strengthens the unit. This allows
application of the graphic direct to the unit without the need for a
MDF tambour wrap, making it upto 70% lighter.
(Available where indicated).
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LCD monitor not included

Saturn

Code PK187

Code PK188

Eclipse

- Optional shelf
- Can be open or closed at back
- Full Wrap size: 970 (h) x 2425mm (w)

- Built-in A4 size leaflet holder
- Stylish elipse shaped
counter design
- Full Wrap size:
970 (h) x 1370mm (w)

- Ideal greeting counter or workstation
- Stable and offers storage
- Full Wrap size: 966 (h) x 2380mm (w)

Code PK152 (Freestyle)
Code PT152 (Graphic)

Mercury
Code PK190
- Incorporates mount for LCD (up to 21”)
- Open or closed at back and optional shelf
- Full Wrap size: 970 (h) x 2320mm (w)

Portable Furniture

Crescent

BEST
SELLER

Double D
Code PK161 (Freestyle)
Code PT161 (Graphic)
- Multi-function popular style workstation
- Open back and full wrap options
- Full Wrap size: 966 (h) x 2525mm (w)

Lecturn
Standard Code PK192
Pro Code PK192P
- Acrylic angled top shelf
- Shelf standard with pro unit only (PK192P)
- Standard Full Wrap size: 1060 (h) x 1455mm (w)

Please note: Wrap sizes are approximate as they may vary depending on fabric type used.

Comet

Curved Workstation

Code PK189

Code PK160 (Freestyle)
Code PT160 (Graphic)

- Stylish teardrop counter design
- Built in A4 size leaflet holder
- Full Wrap size: 970 (h) x 1365mm (w)
- Shown with optional integral banner

- Ideal greeting counter or workstation
- Open or closed at back
- Full Wrap size: 966 (h) x 2770mm (w)
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Portable Furniture

Highly portable perfect for roadshows

Luna

Cosmopolitan

Code PK113-F
- A lightweight, low-profile shape with finegrade fluted tambour for smoother finish
- Ideal for laminate graphics
- ‘Twist & Lock’ poles for added strength
- Integral shelf included
- Tambour Wrap size: 975 (h) x 1355mm (w)

Code PK180 (Freestyle)
Code PT180 (Graphic)
- Supplied with wire kit to hold rigid graphics
- Graphic panels not included
(RK306 - 2x3mm Acrylic sheets)
- Full Wrap size: 966 (h) x 2340mm (w)

Flat-packs into
bag for
transportation

LCD monitor
not included
UB710
Plinth complete with
Beech finish top
UB710-001
Tower has a top
mounted downlighter

Spiral Display Systems
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Urban

Elan

Data Pod

Code PK181 (Freestyle only)
- Complete with acrylic shelf and 3 x 80mm
Orbita stand-offs
- Designer look
- Acrylic platform
- Full Wrap size: 966 (h) x 2380mm (w)

Code PK182 (Freestyle)
Code PT182 (Graphic)
- Distinctive styling
- Ideal Workstation
- Ideal working surface
- Full Wrap size: 966 (h) x 2340mm (w)

Code PK191P (with shelf)
Code PK191 (no shelf)
- Compact counter
- Includes mount for LCD (up to 21”)
- Full Wrap size:
1059 (h) x 1740mm (w)

- Portable collapsible display case
available as a tower or counter
- To assemble, simply pull up and twist
to lock in place
- Steel frame with internal spring locks
together when assembled
- Supplied with clear acetate panels
- Ideal for custom branding by replacing
the acetate panels with graphic
- Supplied with padded carrier bag
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Physique Contour
A range of four exciting designs that are strong, durable, high
specification counter units specially created to complement
the latest stand designs.

Graphic

PK121
PK118
PK115
PK127

PT121
PT118
PT115
PT127

Standard Kit
(no internal shelf or second tier)
528mm

Freestyle

900mm

Island
PK502-1 (Standard) / PK502 (Pro)

Physique Tube

900mm

- Choose from 6 table top shapes in our choice of
thermoformed finishes
- Suitable for PVC or fabric wrap
- Quick and easy to assemble
- Plinth is created by PVC or Fabric wrap finished with a
specially designed joining strip
- Overall dimensions 867mm high 400mm dia plinth
- Carry bag included
Hardware only - fit your own PVC graphic*
Elipse Top/Double D Top
PK119-E
Round, Propeller, Square, Pentagon
PK119-R
*Not included. Recommended graphic wrap 550 micron PVC
Hardware and fabric wrap
Elipse Top/Double D Top
Round, Propeller, Square, Pentagon
Visible Graphic Area
850mm (h) x 1258mm (w)

PK119-EF
PK119-RF

585mm

A very simple and extremely lightweight range of display
counters, ideal for PVC wraps so you can use the plinth to
display your message or branding.

Pebble
PK503-1 (Standard) / PK503 (Pro)
880mm

Keystone
PK505-1 (Standard) / PK505 (Pro)
870mm
450mm

Custom sizes & shapes available

Standard Size
400mm (h) x 400mm dia
800mm (h) x 400mm dia
1200mm (h) x 400mm dia
1000mm (h) x 600mm dia

Portable Furniture

- 3 nested multi-height plinths
- Choice of sizes including
heights up to 1200mm
- 400, 600 and 750mm Ø options

Round Display Plinths

495mm

Multi-height Nest Plinths

- Heavy duty Physique constructed from MDF
thermoformed tops (available in 4 colours and flexible
PVC tambour wraps
- Standard and Pro kits available for all designs
- Tambour available in silver or white for flat bed printing
- Overall height of Pro unit including top shelf is 1075mm
- Carry equipment available
- Lockable door is available as an optional extra (PK500-010)

Circuit
PK501-1 (Standard) / PK501 (Pro)

Pro Kit
includes shelf & second tier
(sliding door shown is an optional extra)
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Cases & Bags

Unique built-in four pocket
leaflet dispenser

Table top as optional extra

Case to counter conversion

2 Cases can be joined together

Elipse Plus - Code AC337

Zeus - Code AC338

Leonardo - Code AC340

Wheeled Moulded Case - Code AC506

- Manufactured from tough moulded
polyethylene (MDPE)
- Wheels and handle for
easy transportation
- Case can accept one 3 x 4 curved
or straight pop-up frame with
graphic panels and magnetic bars
- Removable internal divider to
protect graphics
- Four integrated A4 literature holders
- Optional folding tabletop also available
(CO337) (4 colours)*
- Fabric wrap optional (AC337-002)

- Manufactured from tough moulded
polyethylene (MDPE)- Wheels & handle for easy transportation
- Case can accept one 3 x 5 curved
or straight pop-up frame with graphic
panels and magnetic bars
- Removable divider to protect graphics
- Case can be locked using padlocks
(not supplied)
- Lighting insert can accept 2 halogen
lights (PS950 & 1000)
- Optional folding tabletop
also available (CO401) (4 colours)*
- Fabric wrap optional (CO203Z)

- Manufactured from tough moulded
polyethylene (MDPE)
- Wheels & handle for easy transportation
- 0.1m3 carry capacity
- Case can be locked using padlocks (not supplied)
- Can serve as a display counter - supporting a
graphic wrap
- Two leonardo’s can be joined together to serve as
an oval shaped display counter supporting a
graphic wrap
- Optional thermoformed top (CO402) (4 colours)*
- Optional thermoformed double top (CO402-D)

- Large, wheeled carry case for
transporting linear extrusion and kits
- Support straps included for
extra security
- Stackable for easy storage and transport
- Optional three tier inserts configurable to
store different linear extrusions
- Extra strong, moulded case to protect
Linear components during storage
or transportation
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* Table tops - Birch, Black, Silver and White
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Adjustable Graphics Tube

Pop-Up D Drum

Code AC332

Code GBT-001

Code AC304

- Internal size:
950 (h) x 340mm (dia)
- Weight of case (when empty):
5.5kg approx
- Holds 8 graphic drops

- Internal size:
1289 (h) x 340mm (dia)
- Weight of case (when empty):
7kg approx
- Holds 8 graphic drops

- Manufactured from
lightweight polypropylene
- Telescopic body, extendable
from 770mm (h) to a
maximum of 1250mm (h)
- Twist & Lock lid
- Adjustable carry strap
- Ideal for banner graphics

- Manufactured from tough
yet lightweight polypropylene
- Foam lined base for
added protection
- Suitable for a 3 x 4 curved or
straight pop-up with graphics
- Complete with carry handles
and wheels for
easy transportation

Pop-Up Frame Padded Bag

Pop-Up Frame Fabric Cover Bag

Code AB106

Code AB105

- Fabric frame bag
- Includes fluted inner
- 800 (h) x 220 (w) x 220mm (d)

- 800 (h) x 220 (w) x 220mm (d)
(frame not included)

Mag Bar Bag
Code AB104
- Keeps all your Mag Bars safe and clean
- 735 (h) x 110 (w) x 70 mm (d)
(Mag bars not included)

Banner Tube

Padded Lighting Bag

Carry Bags
- Bags available to suit panel
systems, banners, portable
furniture and literature racks
- Optional extras available
include choice wheels and
protective padding
- Standard size bags or custom
made to specification

Cases & Bags

Graphic Drum - 1200

Code AC333
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- Manufactured from tough
yet lightweight polypropylene
- Available in 2 diameters,
300mm or 400mm and 2
heights, 850mm or 1020mm
- 300 drum - 5 graphic drops
- 400 drum - 10 graphic drops

Graphic Drum - 900
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Graphic Drums

A

Polypropylene Cases

Code AB101
- Lightweight fabric bag and
cardboard tube, ideal for
transporting banner graphics
- Choice of 4 heights
Code AB120M 850mm high
AB120AM1050mm high
AB120C 1250mm high
AB120D 1550mm high

- Padded fabric lighting bag
- 570 (h) x 180 (w) x 120mm (d)
- Suitable for transporting
two PS1000 halogen lights

- Range of cost effective cases to suit
graphics, panels, pop-up systems
and literature racks
- Standard sizes from stock or
custom made
- Optional extras include wheels and
extra foam padding
- Strong and protective outer with
foam padded lid and base
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Lighting

Powerspot 50

Powerspot 250

Powerspot 600

Powerspot 750

Powerspot 800

Code PS050

Code PS250

Code PS600

Code PS750

Code PS800

- 240V 60watt mains spotlight
for use with panel systems
- Available in silver
- Clamp fixing only

-

- 50watt LV floodlight
- Available in silver
- Universal fitting for panels,
pop-ups, banners and
Arena4 gantry

- 50watt LV spotlight
- Available in silver
- Universal fitting for panels,
pop-ups, banners and
Arena4 gantry

- 35watt LV quad spotlight for
use with banners
- Available in silver

50watt LV spotlight
Telescopic arm
Available in silver
Universal fitting for panels,
pop-ups, banners and
Arena4 gantry

Available while stocks last

Powerspot 900
Code PS900
- 150watt mains halogen
floodlight light for use
with pop-up systems or
on panels using the
universal fitting kit
- Available in black /
clear finish

Powerspot 1000

Powerspot 3000

LED Floodlight

Powerspot 1200

Code PS1000

Code PS3000

Code PS1050

Code PS1200

Code PS1100

- 150watt mains halogen
light for use with pop-up
systems
- Available in black
NB - Not suitable for
Pop-up towers

- 200watt mains halogen
floodlight for use with
pop-up systems and
linear systems*
- Available in black and
silver

- 70watt metal halide
floodlight (equivalent to
500watt brightness)
- Available in silver
- Very bright,
daylight-effect
- For use with
Arena4 Gantry

- Equivalent to 200watt
mains floodlight
- Long lasting and low
heat emitting
- Available in silver
- Low power consumption
- Universal fitting suitable
for panels, pop-ups and
Linear.

- 20watt fluorescent light
for use with pop-up
D- ends
- Simply clip on to attach

- 3x 50w LV tracklight for
use with arena4
- Available in silver

*Linear systems require
additional fitting
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Powerspot 1100

Powerspot 950
Code PS950

1

All of our lighting products
carry a 1 year guarantee.

Universal Fitting Kit
Code US901

Custom Capabilities
There are many items in the range that can be customised or
made-to-order, providing an unrivalled level of flexibility, these include:

Laminate Options for Panel Systems
(Infill panels only - not applicable to Phantom)

Standard Loop Nylon

Linear and Vector modular aluminium frame systems - you can use
‘Elements’ to configure your own display design or we can work from a
custom brief.
Banner stands - Original 2, 3 and Uno can be manufactured to custom
widths

Baseline and Matrix Panels

black

Fabric panels for banners and pop-ups - simply select your fabric and
place your order
red

blue

Blueberry

Cornflower

Royal blue

Regal blue

BA navy

Quince green

Emerald green

Bottle green

Primrose

Cherry red

Burgundy

New silver
grey

Dove

Black

mid grey

Luxury Foam Backed Loop Nylon
Baseline Panels and Portable Furniture Wraps

Hyacinth

Pacific

Medici

Steel blue

Ink navy

Beige

Quince green

Emerald green

Bottle green

Saffron

Plasma red

Dark wine

New grey

Gunmetal

Black

Custom Capabilities

Physique range of portable furniture - manufactured to custom designs
and sizes with a range of finishes to choose from for the side panels, tops
and bases. You can even have custom logos engraved and thermoformed
into wooden tops.
green

Wedgwood
white

Pop-ups - can be built to custom configurations based on standard ‘quads’
as building blocks

Carry bags - canvas bags can be manufactured to custom specifications.

Fabric Options for Panel Systems and Portable Furniture

Panel kits - standard panels in custom configurations
Panel & Pole - standard panels in custom configurations and custom
sized panels
Poster frames and rails - manufactured to custom sizes
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Promotor units and lightboxes - manufactured to custom sizes

Smooth (formerly prelude)
Baseline and Phantom Panels and Portable Furniture Wraps
natural birch

oak

Other colours can be ordered on
request subject to availability.

Aegean

Royal

Steller

Forest

Laminate Options for Physique

Platinum

Eclipse

Storm

Electric Blue

(Thermoformed tops & bases)

Flame

Stripe (formerly front runner)
Baseline and Phantom Panels and Portable Furniture Wraps

black

Windsor

Imperial blue

Silver

Coal

Emerald
green

Blaze

silver

All colours are only given as a guide - for a more exact match,
samples are available on request.
birch

white
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